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NEW BRITAIN ANABASIS 
[By J. C. H. GILL, B.A., LL.B.] 
(Read at General Meeting of The Royal Historical 
Society of Queensland, on 22 March, 1962 
(All Rights Reserved) 
Strictly speaking. Anabasis means a "going up" 
and the classical meaning is a military advance intd a 
country. However, as a result of the account by 
Xenophon^ of the march of the Greek Army under 
Cyrus against Artaxerxes in 401BC, with the sub-
sequent retreat from the Euphrates to the Black Sea 
through hostile territory, the popular mind connects 
the title with the retreat rather than the expedition as 
a whole. Thus anabasis has in effect come to mean 
journeying from Point A to Point B the hard way; an 
expedition conceived and carried out under conditions 
of great difficulty. 
The anabasis I am going to tell you about covers 
the events surrounding the escape of the remnants of 
the Rabaul Garrison from New Britain after the Jap-
anese had captured the town on 23 January, 1942. It 
is the sequel to the Last Days of Rabaul, the subject 
of the paper which I delivered last year. 
After the destruction of the Praed Point Battery 
by Japanese aircraft on the morning of 22 January, 
1942, which my party and I had viewed from Toma on 
the hills on the opposite side of Blanche Bay, I began 
to carry out my instructions. My Commanding Officer, 
Lieutenant H. A. Mackenzie R.A.N. (Retd.) who was 
Naval Intelligence OflRcer, Rabaul, had sent me^ to 
Toma with two ratings (Sigs. Brierley and Francis), 
and Private Stone of the N.G.V.R. (in civil life a pro-
fessional radio operator) to pick up a teleradio and 
stores that he had stored there some weeks before. I 
was then to take the gear to a village called Malabonga 
or beyond if I could, with a view to reaching eventually 
Mount Taungi which overlooked the sea approaches to 
Rabaul on all sides. 
I borrowed a utility truck and driver from the 
Army, into which we loaded our heavy equipment, 
whilst we packed the rest into the car I already had. 
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We left Toma by mid-morning. An Army Intelligence 
Sergeant offered to act as guide as he had been over 
the ground before. The going was slow as rain had 
fallen. After an hour and a half's painful progress we 
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arrived at Malabonga, where there was a Mission, a 
police post under a native sergeant and a prison com-
pound. A talk with the police sergeant resulted in a 
promise of thirty calaboose boys (prisoners) and two 
police to carry our equipment in to Taungi at first 
light the next morning. In the meantime I arranged 
to go as far as we could with the truck and car beyond 
Malabonga towards a Methodist Mission Station called 
Kalas. The police and carriers would come along the 
track until they met with us. We succeeded in getting 
along the track for another three miles before it be-
came untraflficable; fortunately it was close to an 
abandoned native hut into which we put our equip-
ment and stores. 
Mackenzie had told me he would offer the ser-
vices of himself and the remaining seven ratings to 
the Army Area Commander, but in case he needed it 
I sent the car back with the Army Intelligence 
Sergeant with instructions to hand it over to Mac-
kenzie. 
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As none of us had slept for over thirty hours I 
ordered a rest period of three hours for all of us. At 
5 p.m. I roused Stone and we tried out the teleradio. 
However, Rabaul Radio (VJZ) did not answer our 
calls. Stone and I were worried in case the set might 
be defective; we found out subsequently that an hour 
before Lieutenant Peter Figgs, the Military Intelli-
gence Officer, had blown up VJZ—hence our inability 
to raise it. 
Vunakanau Airfield Strafed 
We turned in early. At first light we were roused 
by the sound of aircraft. Rain was falling heavily but 
intermittently; in the breaks in the rain we could see 
aircraft strafing Vunakanau airfield some miles away. 
At 5 a.m. Mackenzie and the rest of the ratings 
arrived in the car I had sent back the day before. The 
Army had had no work for them; they had no arms 
apart from a pistol and two rifles, so when the retreat 
began Mackenzie decided to come inland and join me. 
When our carriers failed to turn up at 6 a.m. we 
went back to look for them. We found when we got 
there that the place was almost deserted. The District 
Officer, New Britain (H. Gregory) had come through 
the night before and told all natives to go bush. How-
ever, we managed to rope in two police boys and six 
prisoners. Our Naval insignia were not unlike those 
worn by Patrol Oflficers (Shootmasters) and as a re-
sult we enjoyed a certain spurious authority with the 
natives which Mackenzie's fluency in pidgin English 
and knowledge of natives did nothing to derogate 
from. I might mention that over the next few weeks 
sheer necessity increased my fluency in the horrible 
language beyond belief.^ 
Having carried out our press gang activity with 
small success in the light of what had to be trans-
ported we then had to devise how to get on the move. 
The only feasible proposition was to relay our gear 
forward about a mile at a time as our total numbers 
were less than half what were required. 
We were just about to move off the first batch at 
mid-day when an army staff car arrived. Small 
groups of soldiers had gone past from time to time 
during the morning but we were obviously off the 
main retreat routes as the parties which had passed 
us totalled barely thirty. The occupants of the staff' 
car were Lieut.-Col. H. H. Carr (Commanding 2/22 
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Battalion), his adjutant Capt. Ivan Smith, his R.S.M. 
W / 0 Murray, Private Dwyer, Driver T. Trahair, 
and a civilian Mr. W. B, Ball, the Superintendent of 
Police, New Guinea, Lieut-Col. Carr informed Mac-
kenzie that the Japanese were barely twenty minutes 
away and if Mackenzie planned on relaying our gear 
into the bush he did not think he had the least hope 
of succeeding before the Japanese arrived. 
Mackenzie's Dilemma 
Thus one of the most difficult of decisions one 
could meet with was thrust on to Mackenzie. Whatever 
he decided could be wrong. If Carr was right we could 
not move out in time. If Carr was wrong about the 
Japanese pursuit there might still be time to move out. 
To cap it all, Japanese float planes then began 
patrolling the area, probing out the trails in the bush 
from tree-top height and blazing away at anything 
that looked as though it was capable of movement. 
Could they be feeling out the way for forward army 
land posts to be set up to cover the trails at the end 
of the trafficable roads? 
Mackenzie took his time, but in the end he de-
cided that it was not feasible, with the information he 
had from Carr and the ubiquity of the aerial 
patrols, to shift our ton and a half of equipment and 
stores. He ordered the teleradio destroyed. 
When this sad task was done we loaded the six 
prisoners with 40 lbs of stores each—the regulation 
load for a carrier—and each took as much in the way 
of arms and stores as we could carry and set off to 
Kalas Mission, where we arrived simultaneously with 
a Japanese float plane about twenty minutes later. 
Fortunately, the rain pelted down just then and hid 
us as we crossed the clearing to the Mission House. 
Missionaries Stayed Behind 
Ball, as the civil power, suggested to the Mission-
aries that they might as well start moving inland. 
They declined and said they would stay put in the 
hope that they might be allowed to carry on with 
their work with the natives—a brave but vain hope 
as they were subsequently taken into the Rabaul In-
ternment Camp by the Japanese. 
Once we left Kalas we met the vertical type of 
topography that we subsequently got to know so well. 
Laden as we were, we staggered up what seemed to 
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be a never-ending hill for the next two hours until 
we came to a hill-top police patrol called Tivinibana. 
The empty native type house gave us shelter from the 
rain and we settled down to take stock of the situation. 
We found we had enough food for ten days for our 
whole party, natives included. We decided however to 
live off the land as much as possible, and to save our 
tinned foods for absolute emergencies. 
In the midst of these weighty deliberations a 
float plane which had glided down with engines idling 
suddenly opened throttles with a shattering roar and 
headed straight for the open front of the house. We 
all dived out the back and head-flrst down the steep 
slope behind the house. However, the light was be-
ginning to fade and the pilot did not see us. After 
circling the hilltop several times he turned away and 
flew towards Rabaul. 
Now that we are about to commence the anabasis 
proper I would mention that distances will be spoken 
of on a time basis rather than miles covered. The 
nature of the terrain of the Gazelle Peninsula is such 
that linear distances have little meaning. To go for-
ward one mile you often have to travel four or flve 
nearly vertically up and down. 
Diary for Whole Journey 
I managed to keep a diary for the whole journey. 
The entries are terse and give the barest outline of 
each day's events, I propose to read the entries as they 
appear in the diary with comment as necessary, I have 
already covered the events of 22 and 23 January, 1942, 
in my introduction; starting then at 24 January, 1942: 
"Left Tivinibana at 0700K and arrived Woon-
gai at lOOOK. Left Woongai 1030K and arrived 
Riet 1630K. Decided to stop there pro tern". 
After nine and a half hours of travel including 
a ten minute break at the end of each hour and the 
half hour we had at Woongai we were exhausted. Rain 
had fallen most of the time and the Warangoi River 
which we had to cross was running hard. Poor Ball, 
who was 59, was swept off his feet, although one of the 
police boys was giving him a hand. Fortunately, it was 
his dignity that suffered the greatest injury. Riet had 
large gardens of taro, kau kau (sweet potato) and 
tapioc. The villagers, thanks to Mr. Gregory, had 
nearly all gone bush. However, the luluai (chief) and 
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tul tul (Government appointed adviser to the chief) 
were still there. 
We were able to purchase native foods—Mac-
kenzie, that longheaded Scot, had a special intelligence 
fund of £100 which we had brought with us all in 
New Guinea shillings—the sort with the hole in the 
middle. That money repaid many times over the labour 
of carrying it about with us. Our ability to pay for 
what we wanted invariably won goodwill as it was 
even then a very simple native who did not know the 
value of money. More important, it meant we could 
hire carriers, although many of these were too 
frightened to be reliable. They all knew about the 
natives who had got in the way of a fragmentation 
bomb during the first raid on Rabaul and the approach 
of an aircraft, even when we were in the thickest bush, 
caused eyes to roll and teeth to chatter with appre-
hension. 
25 January. 
"Yeoman of Signals Knight and Signalman 
Chessell went back towards Woongai to meet 
Captain McLeod (the Brigade Major), Lieuten-
ant Figgis and Private Harry (an Intelligence 
private) and arrived back with them at 1430K, 
At 1730K Yeoman of Signals and self departed 
for Kalas, Spent night at old village of Riet," 
After a good night's rest everyone was in reason-
ably good fettle again. Carr and Smith had told us on 
23 January that McLeod, Figgis and Harry were fol-
lowing them, A message had been left with the mis-
sionaries at Kalas to indicate the road we had taken. 
However, Mackenzie sent Knight and Chessell back to 
meet them and guide them to Riet. When they 
arrived there they looked the worse for wear and 
were very hungry which last we soon remedied. 
Bull's Eye with Grenade 
They had lingered about the Vunakanau-Toma 
road for most of the 23rd. A Japanese staff car came 
up that road late in the afternoon and Figgis experi-
mentally lobbed a grenade through one of its windows. 
The staff car went no further but three truck loads 
of troops following close behind discouraged Figgis 
from further enterprise, and the trio had to beat a 
hasty retreat across country through very thick bush 
for some miles until they broke through to the Mal-
abonga road. 
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At Riet we were off the beaten track. We had 
seen no troops since 23 January and we felt we must 
obtain news of the situation both as far as the Jap-
anese were concerned and also the remnants of the 
Rabaul Garrison. We decided to reconnoitre in towards 
Rabaul and Mount Varsin whilst a party would go 
across to Rabata, a village where a motor road ended 
along which many Army personnel had been seen pro-
ceeding on 23 January. Knight and I elected to go 
back towards Malabonga, Figgis and Harry towards 
Mt, Varsin, whilst Smith was to take a party to 
Rabata. 
Although it was 5,30 p,m. Knight and I started 
straight away as there was enough daylight left to 
get us to an abandoned village site where Riet had 
been before it was moved to its present site several 
years earlier. Half an hour's travel got us there and 
we spent the night in a deserted hut. 
26 January. 
"Arrived Woongai and Tul Tul offered to act 
as guide. Arrived Kalas retrieved balance of cash, 
bush knife etc., at llOK. Reconnoitred road as far 
as abandoned car. Departed 1200K returning via 
Woongai. Camped at 1630K for night in deserted 
hut." 
Dodging "Floatplane Fred" 
Woongai was perched on top of a ridge and the 
Tul Tul's house was situated on a little knoll above 
the other houses. The Yeoman and I were up there 
counting enemy naval units moving north across 
Ataliklikun Bay and trying to pick up others anchored 
near Watom Island when "Floatplane Fred," as he 
came to be called, came into view. We hastily went be-
hind the hut and waited for him to pass. However, 
he decided to have a good look at Woongai and for the 
next five minutes we had to keep dodging round the 
hut as he circled the village. He did not play fair, how-
ever, as he suddenly doubled on his tracks at one stage 
and we nearly came face to face with him and had to 
do a smart about-turn. 
Between Woongai and Kalas we met four soldiers. 
We sighted them first and waited in ambush until we 
could identify them as Australians. They were strag-
glers who had been encircled and had been forced to 
hole up near Vunakanau for two days before an 
opportunity to sneak out presented itself. We told 
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them to get to Riet if they could and to watch out for 
a trail which would take them in the direction of 
Pondo, and which was very bad. They missed the turn-
off, however, and after great hardship arrived at 
Pondo and travelled down the north coast of New 
Britain where we met them again many weeks later. 
Kalas was still unvisited by the Japanese, The 
missionaries told us that most of the soldiers who had 
arrived there had gone off to the east to Rabata, They 
estimated that about sixty had gone through that 
way. Knight and I had cached some coin and stores on 
the 23rd which we had been unable to carry then. We 
recovered what we could carry including a bush knife 
—a 16 inch butcher's knife is a most valuable imple-
ment in the jungle. It is the New Guinea equivalent 
of the Central and South American machete. 
Unwelcome Cockatoos 
Before doing this we sidled down the trail to-
wards Malabonga. We got to the hut, where we had 
camped on 22 January, and Carr's abandoned staff 
car, but could not go any further for a seemingly 
ridiculous reason. We were spotted by a large flock of 
white cockatoos, and thereafter we could not move 
a foot without the parrots raising the most terrific 
clamour. How we hated those birds which showed 
every intention of accompanying us! We had no desire 
to try to sneak into Malabonga, without knowledge 
of who was there and who was not, accompanied by a 
cheer section whose one aim in life appeared to be to 
advertise our every move to the world at large. We 
reluctantly withdrew back to Kalas accompanied by 
our admirers until we got into the deep bush again 
and the wide trail ceased. 
27 January. 
"Arrived Riet 1030K after good trip. Party 
under Capt. Smith left for Rabata from which 
a small party had retrieved tinned stuff on the 
previous day. Arranged for Yeo. Sigs. Knight, 
W / 0 Murray and Sig, Chessell to return to Kalas 
with me to retrieve balance of stores." 
We found Figgis and Harry had left for Mt. 
Varsin on 26 January and they arrived back late on 27 
January with the news that the Japanese were busily 
engaged in reinstating Vunakanau Airfield, There 
was also a great deal of activity on the road between 
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Vunakanau and Toma; large patrols were starting to 
probe in towards Malabonga and Rabata—very 
cautiously though, 
QQ Tsmiarv 
"Set out at 0800K and arrived 1530K having 
arranged at Woongai for carriers on following 
morning. Secured salt, four bush knives, seven 
lbs meat, two lbs tea and utensils. Also 300 rounds 
.303 and spare bandoliers. All other caches had 
been rifled by natives. Spent night in bush behind 
Kalas." 
The Tul Tul at Woongai had been well rewarded 
for his help on 26 January—a whole 2/-. He was keen 
to help again and arranged to bring eight carriers to 
Kalas next morning. He said that he did not think 
he could get his men to go beyond Kalas and that we 
would have to get the cargo assembled in the bush 
behind the Mission. 
We were disappointed to flnd our caches rifled but 
what we did recover was all extremely useful. The 
white cockatoos being absent Knight and I ventured 
along the road towards Malabonga. Some distance 
from there we heard the sound of heavy motor 
engines. As the trail was wide at this point and ran 
almost straight for the last quarter of a mile into 
Malabonga, with very thick bush on either side, we 
did not fancy making sitting ducks of ourselves if we 
had to make a hasty retreat. We discreetly withdrew 
back to Kalas. 
That night we heard an air raid take place over 
Rabaul. Our air force was apparently still in business. 
29 January. 
"Carriers arrived 0745K, set off for Woongai. 
Arrived HOOK and 1200K departed for Riet and 
arrived 1500K. Party from Rabata had returned 
in morning with large quantity of stores. Only 
about thirty lbs. meat though." 
Pangs of Meat Hunger 
The emphasis on meat in the last two entries will 
have been noted. Native foods, although filling, are not 
very sustaining to people accustomed to a meat diet. 
Already after only six days of meatless diet we, and 
particularly those of us who had been actively en-
gaged in patrols, were feeling the beginnings of meat 
hunger that was to nag at us for the rest of our stay 
in New Britain. We also missed animal fats as 
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normally taken in butter, cheese, dripping and milk. 
Though a sweets hunger also established itself it was 
far less urgent than the meat and fats hunger. 
Whilst the natives have pigs, goats, and fowls 
and catch some wild game at times they are very small 
meat-eaters. Pigs, goats, and fowls, as a rule, are only 
killed and eaten on the great ceremonial occasions 
which are not many. 
We realised we had to adapt ourselves to our new 
diet and conserve our tinned meat for those stretches 
where there were no villages and consequently no 
food. 
Surrender Leaflets 
The Rabata party reported that there were a 
score or more of abandoned trucks there and the 
stores salvaged had been found in some Army Service 
Corps trucks. There were signs of large numbers of 
soldiers having passed through the area. They also 
found some "Surrender leaflets" which had been 
dropped by the floatplanes. This document read: 
*To the Officers and Soldiers of This Island. 
Surrender at Once and we will guarantee your 
life, treating vou as war prisoners. Those who 
Resist Us Will Be Killed One and All. Consider 
seriously, you can find neither food nor way of 
escape in this island and you will only die of 
hunger unless you surrender. 
January 23rd 1942 
JAPANESE COMMANDER IN CHIEF." 
Whilst none of our party took this very seriously 
we were amazed to find subsequently that the Jap-
anese had got results with it and about 200 soldiers 
had eventually wended their way back to Rabaul in 
small batches and given themselves up only to mostly 
die by drowning when the "Monte Video Maru" carry-
ing them to prison camp in Japan was sunk by a U.S. 
submarine off New Ireland. 
30 January. 
"Smith, Figgis, Harry and Trahair departed for 
Lamingi at lOOOK. Trahair returned at 1500K to 
say river was all right for crossing. Rest of party 
packed ready for early move." 
A council of war the day before had decided that 
there was no longer any future in remaining in Riet 
and that we should proceed to the South Coast of New 
Britain via a Mission Station called Lamingi near the 
centre of the Gazelle Peninsula. There is a tributary 
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of the Warangoi about one hour out of Riet which has 
the reputation of being tricky. However, Trahair re-
ported it was not as bad as reputed. He had gone as 
far as Arumbum with the others and then returned as 
arranged. 
31 January. 
"Set off for Arumbum 0800K. Arrived there 
1130K. Two carriers decamped so Yeoman and 
self remained behind to endeavour to obtain 
carriers while balance of party proceeded 
Marinegi." 
One of the carriers concerned had, it appears, 
been the apex of an eternal triangle involving a lady 
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of Arumbum. The irate husband recognised him when 
we reached Arumbum. Hence the Don Juan's sudden 
flight accompanied by his brother who thought if he 
stayed he might be made to suffer for his brother's 
"disgustful amours." 
Unlike our Riet villagers, the people of Arumbum 
had witnessed several hundred soldiers flee through 
their village with the odd floatplane strafing them off 
the track and dropping small fragmentation bombs. 
Knight and I could not get two of them to carry for 
love or money the case of stores the absconders had 
been carrying; they were too frightened. 
It was at Arumbum that I became acquainted 
with the celebrated breadfruit—broiled. All I can say 
is that I am sorry for the people who have to eat it 
all the time and I am not as a rule finicky over food. 
However, grim necessity and the lack of other food 
steeled me to getting it down somehow. 
At Arumbum also I slept for the first time in a 
house lotu or native church. Thereafter our party 
nearly always occupied village churches at night as 
they were usually the only vacant buildings, and not 
every village had a house kiap which was used by 
patrol officers and other administration officials on 
their regular rounds of their bailiwicks. 
Scarcity of Carriers 
1 February. 
"Unable obtain carriers Arumbum so cached 
stores and at 0900K left for Marinegi. Arrived 
1230K, McLeod, Brierley and Chessell there. 
Others had proceeded Lamingi, At 1400K left 
Marinegi for Lamingi and arrived there 1715K." 
During our stay at Arumbum the Yeoman and I 
had talked a lot to the native catechist in charge of 
mission activities in the village. He was a decent little 
fellow, and did what he could to get carriers for us. 
When none were forthcoming he hid the box of stores 
under his bed and promised faithfully to guard it for 
us. 
Marinegi looked as though it had been hit by a 
whirlwind. The hungry soldiers had chopped down 
palm trees and breadfruit trees to get coconuts and 
breadfruit and the village was still deserted except for 
the three members of our party. Two more carriers 
had decamped at Marinegi—this time from fright at 
the shambles the place presented. As the village was 
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deserted we carefully hid the stores before all going on 
to Lamingi. 
2 February. 
"McLeod and Smith with five carriers returned 
to recover stores from Arumbum and Marinegi. 
Rest of party settled in. Plan discussed for Mac-
kenzie, Figgis, Stone and Chessell to proceed 
overland to Wide Bay thence Waterfall Bay and 
get into communication with Moresby." 
There was a teleradio at Waterfall Bay and Mac-
kenzie thought if he moved quickly it might be 
reached whilst still intact. A party of twenty-one 
and carriers moved too slowly, but a party of four 
could go directly south of Lamingi through an un-
inhabited area to Wide Bay, from whence to Water-
fall Bay the coastal track allowed quick movement. 
It was on this day we twice heard what we first 
thought was thunder but later identified as gunfire 
beyond the range to the south of the range on which 
Lamingi is situated. We guessed it might be some 
sort of naval action in or near Wide Bay. 
3 February. 
"Plan agreed on. Rest of party to proceed 
Marai, thence N. to Sum Sum thence to Wide 
Bay and endeavour catch Mackenzie. McLeod and 
Smith returned with stores." 
By this time we had seen Father Adolf Maier-
hofer who was in charge of the Lamingi Mission. Out 
of his slim stock of medical stores he was caring for 
some very sick soldiers and civilians. One of the latter 
was an old man named Garrett, the owner of Varsin 
Plantation—it transpired he was the former Test 
Cricketer well known in the 1880's and 90's. 
4 February. 
"Party spent day gathering native foods, 
mending and generally getting ready for road. 
Endeavoured obtain carriers. Some possibly ob-
tainable on following day from Aringi and Mar-
inegi. McLeod slight touch of fever." 
Malaria and Tropical Ulcers 
Lamingi is between 3,000 and 4,000 feet above sea 
level. The nights are cold all the year round and this 
must have been what sparked McLeod's malaria off. 
Although the rest of us had all had malaria before, 
McLeod was the first of the party to have an attack 
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after the fall of Rabaul. Fortunately we had 1,000 x 5 
grain quinine tablets which with care would last us 
a long time. 
Smith and I had also managed to acquire tropical 
ulcers on our right shins. Although on separate mis-
sions we had both been jumped by Floatplane Fred 
whilst in the middle of kunai grass clearings. This 
was during the period we were operating out of Riet. 
We had both scratched our legs when diving for cover, 
and having no antiseptics with us, the infections had 
got a hold before we could clean the scratches on our 
respective returns to Riet. Mackenzie, who always be-
lieved in heroic remedies, told us we should scrub the 
ulcers with strong soap. Smith declined but I had a 
small nailbrush and also some carbolic soap, I steri-
lised the brush beforehand and then scrubbed like 
mad, weeping profusely the whole time—it really 
hurt, I do concede, however, that the scrubbing plus 
some sulfastab powder Father Maierhofer gave me 
did retard the progress of the ulcer considerably. 
Later I will tell you how we were cured. 
5 February. 
"Stores split for overland and coastal parties. 
Negotiations still proceeding for carriers. Stores 
etc., packed ready for transport," 
That night we heard Catalinas go over about 
mid-night and watched the subsequent pyrotechnics 
over Rabaul, some twenty odd miles away as the crow 
flies, 
6 February, 
"Carriers arranged for overland party to start 
in afternoon. Other party to start in morning. 
Made tracings of map. Later overland party de-
cided not to start until following day." 
The Kalas Missionaries had given Mackenzie a 
map of the Gazelle Peninsula and tracks. It was more 
than ten years old but astonishingly accurate, apart 
from a few changes in village sites such as that at 
Riet. As we were splitting up Mackenzie made the map 
available so I could make copies for Figgis, Smith, and 
myself. We thought it best for each party to have two 
copies in case one was lost or destroyed, Mackenzie 
had with him a chart of New Britain, New Ireland, 
and the Admiraltys, I used the back of the northern 
half of the chart to make my copies on. We did not 
consider that we were likely to want to go north and 
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consequently had no need for that part of the chart. 
The reason the overland party delayed their start 
was bad weather, with heavy cloud on the mountains 
to the south. 
7 February. 
"Carriers arrived, cargo packed and set out 
1200K for Karamblett and arrived 1500K. Over-
land party to set out (from Lamingi) subse-
quent to 1200K. Karamblett full of food." 
During the last two days at Lamingi we had lived 
on a wild bean which the native children helped us 
gather. Their reward was a pinch of salt licked off 
Mackenzie's finger. The inland natives lacked salt and 
it is a valuable medium of exchange with them. It is 
understandable how the lush gardens of Karamblett 
excited the comment in the diary for the day we 
arrived there and also that of the following day. 
A Square Meal of Goat 
8 February. 
"Remained day at Karamblett and ate as much 
food as possible." The obliging villagers sold us a 
goat for 5/-. He was fairly young and if we could 
have got them soft enough I think we would have 
eaten horns, hooves, bones and all. 
Karamblett had been missed by the soldiers in 
their retreat, was off the track of the air patrols and 
in consequence the villagers still had a fairly placid 
outlook on life. We had no difficulty arranging for 
carriers to take us right through to the coast. 
9 February. 
'Departed from Karamblett 0800K. and arrived 
Kalivia HOOK. Departed 1200K and arrived 
Oulangi 1400K. Spent night there." 
From Oulangi a splendid view to the north-east 
is to be had of New Ireland and Cape St. George, its 
southern extremity. During the afternoon we saw 
enemy air patrols coming in towards Rabaul and also 
Floatplane Fred make a run up and down the coastal 
trail. A ship was seen in St. George's Channel through 
rain squalls heading towards Rabaul in the late after-
noon. No particulars could be observed. 
10 February. 
"Proceeded from Oulangi 0830K. Passed 
through Badjuit lOOOK. Camped in bush for night 
at 1500K. Very rough going." 
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From Oulangi the trail went down for 3,000 feet, 
with the added complication of crawling across bare 
patches of soil where an earthquake or landslip had 
caused part of the slope to slip into the valley below. 
Then we had to cross the bouWer strewn valley of the 
Marai River and climb 2,000 feet up the opposite 
slope. Once we got to the top we stopped at the first 
convenient streamlet about an hour away from the 
summit. 
11 February. 
"Proceeded from camping place and arrived 
Marai (on coast) 1400K. Sighted Kawanisi Flying 
Boat 1345K proceeding Rabaul, At 1430K sighted 
destroyer (Kazumi) course north," 
As you can see, once we got on to the beach we 
commenced to mingle with the heavy traffic once more. 
The ship identification subsequently proved to be 
wrong; it was a Tatuta class light cruiser we saw on 
this and subsequent occasions. 
Sinister Signs 
12 February, 
"Sighted destroyer (Kazumi) heading south 
0700K. Sighted merchant ship heading north at 
0800K. Kawanisi Flying Boat heading south-east 
at 0900K, Three fighters or dive bombers heading 
south at lOOOK, One Kawanisi flying boat heading 
Rabaul at 1630K. Moved cargo from Upper 
(North) Marai to Lower (South) Marai. Smith, 
McLeod, Harry and Able-Seaman Matthews pro-
ceeded to Sum Sum and returned with one pig." 
The sinister implications of the cruiser's sailing 
up and down the coast had yet to be revealed to us. 
The merchant ship indicated that the Japanese sea 
supply line to Rabaul was being maintainecl down the 
east coast of New Ireland where shipping was most 
unlikely at this stage, to suffer Allied Air attack. The 
big 4-engined flying boats were patrolling the sea 
lanes to the south of New Britain and as time went 
by we plotted their departures from, and arrivals 
back, at the New Britain coastline. Knowing their 
speed was about 120 knots we were able to work out 
their patrols and where they would be at any given 
time which, much later, was to Drove most useful. 
A river (the Marai) divided the village into two 
halves. In the southern half we were less likely to be 
"jumped," as anyone coming south had to ford the 
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hundred yard wide river in full view of the village. 
Sum Sum was a plantation about two hours north 
of Marai, It was occupied by some soldiers who were 
not going on South because of a rumour they had 
heard of a big massacre of Australians at Tol Plani.. 
tion,3 McLeod and Smith brought this news back with 
the pig which they had bought from the Sum Sum 
natives. 
13 February. 
"Tried to right sunken pinnace but job too big. 
Split cargo into loads of 81bs. per man. Sighted 
Kawanisi Flying Boat lOOOK heading south. 
Sighted Destroyer (Kazumi) proceeding north 
at 1630K. Sighted Kawanisi Flying Boat 1600K 
heading north". 
The Swamped Launch 
We found the pinnace (launch) some 200 yards 
below the village. It had been swamped by a near miss 
from a bomb and beached. It was forty feet long and if 
it could have been righted and baled out there is little 
doubt we could have used it. The engine, shaft and 
screw were intact and three drums of fuel were still 
in the hold. The sheer weight of the hull and the 
water in it defeated us. We could not get the gunwale 
above the waterline. We tried all morning with ropes 
and levers and flnally had to give it up as a bad job. 
Marai was deserted but for two or three old men, 
which meant we had to carry our own extra packs and 
enlarged some of the existing packs. Most of us were 
then carrying up to 501bs. each with food, clothing, 
arms and ammunition but, thank goodness, the going 
was to be much easier except for river crossings, and 
the slopes behind headlands. 
14 February. 
"Left Lower Marai at 0800K for Hi and arrived 
1300K, Stopped on way at Clark (Adler Bay) and 
bought trade tobacco. Sighted Kawanisi Flving 
Boat heading north at 1130K. Sighted Floatplane 
at 1330K heading south. B. Chan. Scanlan." 
Some Rabaul Chinese ran a trade store at Adler 
Bay which also had a small sawmill owned by a Rabaul 
contractor named Clark. The natives called the place 
Clark (Kilak). The Chan family, who owned the trade 
store, had all evacuated from Rabaul to Adler Bay and 
had a hideout back in the hills as well. A son of the 
family named Bernard turned out to be an under-
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graduate of Sydney University who was home for the 
Christmas vacation. I stopped behind to talk to young 
Chan whilst the others went on towards Hi. He also 
knew a lot about the rumours of the massacre at Tol 
and said the naval vessel going up and down the coast 
had something to do with it. I was fortunate enough 
to win his goodwill and eventually he sold me £l's 
worth of Black Twist Trade Tobacco—a most useful 
medium of exchange. 
Met Surrender Party 
About half an hour after I left Adler Bay I met 
the Area Commander (Colonel Scanlan), a Major 
Mollard and a private, the last carrying a white flag, 
proceeding north. I never saw a more dejected trio in 
all my life. I said ''Good morning, Sir" as we drew level 
and saluted. The Colonel returned the salute but kept 
going. I realised he was on his way in to surrender 
and probably did not feel like talking. When I got to 
Hi, Smith told me Scanlan had ignored Carr and the 
others except for McLeod who was a permanent 
soldier. However, whilst Scanlan spoke to McLeod, 
Mollard spoke to the others. The rumours of a mas-
sacre at Tol were confirmed and Scanlan was on his 
way back to Rabaul to give himself up, the Japanese 
having offered to spare the lives of any further Aus-
tralian troops captured if he either suicided or gave 
himself up. We obtained the full story of Tol later on. 
15 February. 
''Spent day at Hi. Bought pig and native foods. 
All hands make and mend. Sighted Kawanisi 
Flying Boat at 0945K South Course. Sighted 
Kawanisi Flying Boat 1535K North Course. 
Sighted aircraft (possibly twin engined heavy 
bomber) 1615K North Course." 
Our clothing and footwear were deteriorating 
badly. Fortunately some of us had housewifes and also 
some sailmakers' needles and thread. Boots, shoes and 
clothing were thus able to be repaired until the fabric 
became too rotten to take new thread. The constant 
wet weather did much to hasten the rotting process. 
16 February. 
"Sighted Kawanisi Flying Boat at 0600K head-
ing south. Departed from Hi at 0830K and arrived 
Kalumga at 1130K. Spent night there." 
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Laggards A Problem 
To our surprise and delight we were able to obtain 
the services of a few carriers at Hi. Money plus trade 
tobacco was too tempting to some hardy souls to be 
refused. Our progress was poor this day as two of the 
party began to drop back and did not get to Kalumga 
(a deserted village), where we waited for them, until 
mid-afternoon. In fact, they were so long coming that 
Matthews and I went back along the trail for nearly 
an hour until we met them and brought them in. One 
was the elderly Chief Yeoman of Signals Lamont, who 
had been the coastwatcher at Anir Island, and the 
other a twenty-year-old signalman called Francis. 
Lamont was tough and if left to go his own gait would 
always get through. However, Francis caused some 
concern as he seemed to be in a semi-stupor at times. 
During the next three days at least we had to 
pass through an uninhabited area. We could not afford 
to have the whole party proceed at a snail's pace, on 
account of the food problem. We decided that those 
who were able, must get through to Tol, where there 
were native gardens for the plantation workers, as 
quickly as possible. The laggards were to be brought 
along as best we were able. 
Private L. Dwyer N.G.V.R., who was a Govern-
ment Botanist in civilian life, was of considerable 
assistance with his identification of edible plants. 
However, these were few and far between, and al-
though they no doubt helped to keep the blood pure, 
contained no real sustenance. 
17 February. 
"Left Kalumga at 0645K and proceeded to a 
bay one hour west of Cape Archway at which we 
arrived 1600K. C.Y.S. Lamont and Sig. Francis 
unable keep up with party did not arrive camp. 
Arranged for two men to go back in morning and 
bring them up. Guard kept on carriers during 
night to prevent their bolting." 
By dint of backtracking during the day I kept in 
touch with Lamont and Francis as long as possible. 
However, in eight hours of forward travel this extra 
walking became so exhausting that in the end I re-
joined the main party just before they made camp 
for the night. Smith's and my ulcerated legs were also 
starting to tell on us. Thanks to Ball's help we were 
able to keep the ulcers clean with hot foments and, 
when we could get them, pawpaw skin dressings. 
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However, the ulcerated areas were inexorably 
growing wider and deeper, eating into the shin muscles 
and tendons. Ball, who could be a real autocrat at 
times, told Smith and myself we were to do no extra 
walking as from this evening and he would stop us 
at gunpoint if necessary, seeing we had chosen to 
ignore his advice in the past. As Ivan Smith and I had 
not done our extra walking from choice, but only be-
cause we felt we ought to, we decided to obey him. 
However, before telling Ball so, we strung him along 
for a while with talk of "shooting it out" with him in 
the approved Western style. 
As the carriers got nearer to Tol the thoughts of 
money and tobacco evidently bedame less enticing. 
They became restive and talked about going home. We 
had to keep them for the next day at least, 
18 February. 
"Sighted three dive-bomber flghters proceeding 
south-west at 0730K. Main party went on towards 
Tol. McLeod and Signalman Bonnitcha went back 
and self remained at camp site. McLeod and 
Bonnitcha arrived back with Lamont and Francis 
at 1200K, Latter very weak. Proceeded then to 
Angini and informed main party, Kniglit and 
Writer Douglas proceeded back to assist bring 
Francis on next morning. Remained at Angini 
for night. Note from Mackenzie." 
Mackenzie's note was handed to me by a native at 
Angini, who had walked along from Tol for that pur-
pose. It stated briefly his party and he had crossed 
the mountains and arrived on the coast on 13 Feb-
ruary. They were moving off to their destination. The 
note was three days old. 
19 February. 
"Left Angini at 0700K and arrived at Marunga 
at 0930K. Bonnitcha and McLeod arrived at 
1500K. Lamont at 1430K. Knight and Douglas 
endeavouring bring Francis to Angini. Carr, Ball, 
Smith, Dwyer, Murray and self ate some nuts and 
became very ill. Sighted single aircraft 0715K 
course south and lOOOK course north." 
Prussic Acid Poisoning 
Some days before I had seen a tree like a plane 
tree at Kalumga with black pods which contained a 
white nut. I tried the nuts progressively and ate three 
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in all without ill effects. There were many of the same 
trees at Marunga which was a miserable village with 
poor and small gardens still suffering from last year's 
drought. Dwyer could not identify the nuts but 
thought they were all right in view of my previous ex-
periment with them. We picked some and ate about a 
dozen each. They were tasty but within half an hour 
of starting to eat them we all wished we had never 
been born. However, heroic remedies were once again 
used. We went to the river and drank about a gallon 
of water each. Once our stomachs were flushed out we 
felt a little better and had recovered by morning, 
albeit feeling very weak. Though I still don't know the 
name of the tree, Dwyer remembered after the 
damage was done that the nuts contained prussic acid 
and we had eaten sufficient to make us thoroughly ill 
from prussic acid poisoning. 
20 February. 
"All nut eaters recovered. Knight arrived at 
lOOOK Matthews and Bonnitcha having been sent 
back for Francis and Douglas at 0900K. Matthews 
arrived with packs at 1230K. Douglas and Bon-
nitcha arrived with Francis at 1500K. Last named 
in bad condition mainly due to his refusal to eat 
native foods." 
Francis was a puzzle; he had no fever but appeared 
to be in a condition of semi-stupor. If offered taro 
or other native food he vehemently refused to eat "the 
filthy stuff" to use his own words. It was just as 
though he was seeking to retreat from reality. 
21 February. 
"Departed from Marunga at 0700K and passed 
through Bulus and Tol. Crossed Wuluwut River 
1200K. Sighted Kawanisi Flying Boat heading 
west at 1130K. Spent night on sandbank having 
arranged to be ferried across Mavolo in morning." 
Needless to say, a good lookout to sea was being 
kept for any enemy naval vessels whilst we were in 
the Tol area. However, none were seen during the rest 
of our stay on the south coast of New Britain. 
Site of the Tol Massacre 
Smith and I took Francis over for the day. We 
kept him going fairly well. When in the middle of Tol 
Plantation we left him by the track whilst we went 
looking for evidence of the massacre. Near the Planta-
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tion House we found steel helmets, webbing gear and 
paybooks in three separate heaps. 
Some of the pay books had been torn up, but we 
counted them all and the total came to 120. We then 
went looking for bodies at the back of the plantation 
but did not find any. We did find the remains of about 
six large and apparently fierce fires. I sifted through 
the ashes and found a few pieces of bone, but too badly 
calcined to identify as human or animal. The edges 
of the fires were sharply defined in the green cover 
crop and grass as though the fires had been fed with 
petrol or kerosene. 
Smith and I both felt that there had been dirty 
work of some sort but lacking positive evidence in the 
shape of bodies we felt some doubts about a whole-
sale massacre—both being lawyers I suppose our 
minds were influenced by the principle of the element 
of reasonable doubt. However, it transpired that we 
missed the part of the Plantation which would have 
provided all the evidence we needed. 
We collected Francis, and then crossed the Wul-
uwut River with him and joined the rest of the party 
on a sandspit, stopped from further progress by the 
deep and fast flowing Mavolo River. We were fortu-
nate enough to attract the attention of some natives 
on the opposite shore about dusk and arrange for 
canoes to carry us over next morning. 
22 February. 
"Ferried across Mavolo at 0700K and arrived 
Ril at lOOOK. Intend spending few days there." 
The party was exhausted and food was plentiful 
at Ril, It was a good chance to regain lost strength 
before moving on, 
23 February. 
"0615K Air battle. Saw 2 Zero flghters. 1130K 
saw floatplane heading south. 1600K saw float-
plane heading north. Smith and self had shot of 
N.A.B. Francis' mind appears to have gone. Saw 
Sexton and Robertson and had talk with them." 
Air Battle at 4,000 Feet 
The morning was cloudy. We saw at least one 
and possiblv two formations of three Flying Fort-
resses dodging in and out of the thick cloud with two 
Zero flghters at least hotly engaging them. The com-
bined noises of engines, machine guns and cannon at 
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a height of, we judged, 4,000 feet made a most terrific 
and impressive clamour. This flrst direct evidence of 
hitting back at the Japanese we had seen or heard 
for nearly three weeks cheered us up a great deal. 
During the morning Ball took Smith and me with 
him to visit Father Johann Maierhofer, the brother 
of the Lamingi missionary, at Karlai Mission to have 
our legs treated. Father Maierhofer had some N.A.B. 
Sulfastab and he gave Smith and myself a shot each 
a posteriori. The good father spoke German, but no 
English, whilst the converse applied to us. We all spoke 
"pidgin," however, and a discussion on medical topics 
and the site of injections in "pidgin" has to be heard 
to be believed. The father was a nervous little man 
and we were the flrst white patients he had ever had. 
His nerves had not been improved by sundry bursts of 
machine gun fire through the roof of his house from 
the redoubtable "Floatplane Fred." To steel us all for 
the ordeal he produced a bottle of Vino Sacro and gave 
Smith and myself a tumblerful each whilst he had a 
somewhat more discreet dose himself. Ball declined to 
join in such depravity—he was still inclined to be a 
little puritanical in his outlook. After the injections 
we returned to Ril, On the way the Vino Sacro took its 
effect on Smith's and my weakened constitutions. We 
progressed along the trail. Ball leading, wrapped in the 
mantle of his outraged dignity, with Smith and my-
self tottering along behind him like a couple of dis-
reputable urchins, hooting with laughter at our own 
incredibly funny remarks. However, we each slept for 
about an hour on our return to Ril, and our hips were 
only slightly stiff next day from the injections, so the 
Father, bless him, knew what he was about. 
Francis was in a bad way. He still had no fever, 
but would take no food at all. We broached some of 
our precious tinned stuff and force-fed him. However, 
it was impossible to carry on any sort of a conversa-
tion with him. He sat or lay in a semi-stupor and we 
just could not get through to him. 
In the afternoon W / 0 Sexton of the New Guinea 
Police came to the village with Private Robertson 
N.G.V.R. to see Ball. Five European Warrant Officers 
had a camp in the bush behind Ril. They had four 
civilians with them and had found Robertson roaming 
round the bush half crazed, with his thumbs tied to-
gether behind his back. We then got the full story of 
the Tol massacre. 
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What Happened at Tol 
At approximately 6 a,m, on 2 February a Jap-
anese cruiser entered Henry Reid Bay at the head of 
Wide Ba}^  and sent ashore five motor landing craft 
each carrying about 100 troops and a machine gun in 
the bows. Tol House was machine-gunned. The sur-
render of approximately 145 Australian troops was 
accepted, no action having taken place. There were 
120 troops at Tol, nine at Waitavolo just west of Tol 
and sixteen at Karlai, They were all assembled at Tol. 
At 9 a.m. and during the afternoon the cruiser gunned 
a schooner sheltering in Henry Reid Bay and eventu-
ally sank it, killing its complement of ten Europeans 
and natives. On 3 February the troops were fed by 
the Japanese, but late in the day seven of them were 
massacred. 
The troops, twenty-two in number, who had been 
with white flags on the beach at Tol when the landing 
craft approached were kept separate from the others 
and sent aboard the cruiser. At approximately 7.30 
a.m. on 4 February the balance of the troops, approxi-
mately 123 in number, had their thumbs bound behind 
their backs and were taken into the cover crop at the 
back of Tol and bayoneted or shot, Robertson was in 
a line being marched off for execution when he rolled 
under a dense bush and his escape remained unnoticed 
by the Japanese. The cruiser left later in the day but 
Robertson, who had heard all the shrieks and yells of 
the victims, remained where he was overnight. Next 
day he wandered off and was found two days later by 
the European Police. 
On 8 February the cruiser returned again to Tol. 
It is not known how many troops were captured 
or killed on this occasion as the Japanese went up the 
Mavolo River to the Police Post at Kasileia and are 
presumed to have wiped out a fairly large concentra-
tion of fugitives there. The cruiser departed on 11 
February on the afternoon of which we saw it from 
Marai heading towards Rabaul. It returned to Tol 
again on 12 February, departing on the following day. 
This time four troops were picked up on the sandspit 
between the Wuluwut and the Mavolo and taken on 
board the cruiser, Waitavolo House was burnt over 
the heads of two wounded survivors of the massacre of 
4 February who had been placed there by another sur-
vivor from whom the police also obtained the story, 
and who was still with them. 
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When I saw Mackenzie a few days later he told 
me he had found some bodies at Tol, and the two 
bodies in the burnt house at Waitavolo. He had also 
had a lucky escape. He arrived down from the in-
terior in the early afternoon of 13 February and was 
about to shoot a large hornbill near the junction of the 
interior and coastal trails when something alarmed 
the bird and it flew off. When they scouted the trail 
towards Tol they found a Japanese ration box. They 
then lay low and about an hour later saw the cruiser 
sail away towards the north. There is no doubt the 
hornbill was disturbed by a Japanese patrol returning 
from Marunga to Tol. 
Death of Francis 
24 February. 
"Saw Kawanisi Flying Boat 0615K heading 
south. Heard formation going south-west at 
lOOOK. Heard formation going north-east at 
1430K. F r a n c i s d i e d 1742K—exhaustion. 
Arranged for his burial on following morning." 
The death of Francis was not unexpected. He 
seemed to have no will left to live. In fact one of the 
natives at Ril wanted to know if he had had the bone 
pointed at him. Bone pointing is common in Melan-
esia's backward communities; it seems to be an 
accepted incident in primitive life. 
We did flnd that this tendency to lie down and die 
was most prevalent among the nineteen and twenty 
year olds who were still spiritually and intellectually 
immature. They could be capable of desperately cour-
ageous acts in short bursts—the best fighter pilots 
came from the young—but put them on a long body 
and soul stretching grind without the glamour of 
adventure and no outcome successful or otherwise in 
view, their reckless drive died and they with it. There 
were, of course, the exceptions—self-sufficient souls 
who found something to busy themselves with and 
thus keep despair at bay. 
Our good friend Father Maierhofer agreed to 
bury Francis when Knight and I went to Karlai that 
night and asked him to do so. 
2 3 r ' p h y i i j - j y v 
"Buried Francis 0730K. Set out for Milim at 
0800K and arrived there 1600K. Spent night at 
Milim." 
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Father Maierhofer carried out his melancholy 
office after I had sewn Francis up in a blanket. 
I think everybody was glad to be on the road 
again and it did help stop the sailors from brooding 
over Francis' death to be active again. 
26 February. 
"Left Milim at 0800K for Iwi and arrived there 
HOOK. Heard noise of aircraft to west at 0530K. 
Met overland party at Iwi. All well. Left Iwi at 
1500K and arrived Guma at 1600K Decided to 
spend following day there. Got definite facts re 
Tol (from Mackenzie), McLeod and three others 
returned to get boat. Saw ship south east 1530K 
off Cape St, George. Mon at Misetiwai." 
While we were travelling to Iwi, McLeod, Smith 
and I sidetracked to examine Kiep Plantation. We 
found it thoroughly gutted, even down to the kitchen 
stove and sink. When we got to Iwi we found Mac-
kenzie and his party. They had been delayed by 
malaria which had hit them all, except Figgis, since 
coming down from the mountains. They had a gig 
(boat) which they bought at Lamarina near Ril com-
plete with sails. It was from Waitavolo and the native 
who had "scrounged" it, sold it to them for £2. 
Enter A Gangster 
At Iwi we located a similar gig from Kiep Planta-
tion. Ball inquired as to who claimed it. A native 
carrying a rifle appeared and said the boat was his. 
We noticed the other natives rather cowered when 
this fellow appeared. He was a Manus boy and, as it 
later appeared, a proper gangster. He was disarmed 
forthwith and grew very abusive. Ball said, "Do you 
know who I am?" 
The reply was "Yes, but you cut no ice now. The 
Japanese are the head men and I am in charge here 
for them." 
Ball said, "Come here." The Manus boy made an 
offensive remark and fled. Ball roared, "Come back or 
I shoot!" The Manus turned his head as he ran and 
poked out his tongue. Ball, firing from the hip, bowled 
him over like a rabbit from a distance of at least fifty 
yards. 
I said to Bafl, "Glad we did not shoot it out with 
you last week, Kiap, but I fear here's where we lose 
our goodwill with brown brother!" I went over to the 
Manus and found the bullet had gone in under his left 
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eye. I felt the back of his head, expecting to find a 
hole I could put my fist into, but I misjudged the 
muzzle velocity of a .38 pistol and the thickness of the 
Melanesian skull. He was still alive and the bullet was 
lodged inside somewhere. The whole village still stood 
in awed silence. Ball called for the Luluai and Tul Tul. 
This broke the spell. The officials positively galloped 
over to him and wrung him by the hand. 
End of a Reign of Terror 
The truth then came out. The Manus had been an 
indentured labourer at Kiep Plantation. He was a 
sorcerer and with the break down of authority he had 
stolen a gun and ammunition. Thus doubly armed he 
had conducted a reign of terror. What he could not 
achieve with sorcery he gained with the gun and vice 
versa. He was reputed to have a huge cache of stores 
from Kiep in the hills somewhere guarded by two 
lesser lights from Kiep who made up his gang. Instead 
of losing goodwill we gained it. Ball told the Luluai 
and Tul Tul the Manus was on no account to be killed 
as even if he recovered he was a force no longer to be 
reckoned with. We arranged to pick up the Kiep gig 
from Iwi when we needed it, leaving it in the care of 
the Luluai. 
Mackenzie told me that he thought it best to 
keep the parties separate, as it eased the food prob-
lem from village to village and we arranged, for the 
present, as villages in this area were close together, 
to leapfrog past each other. 
The ship we saw that afternoon caused some con-
sternation when it first came into view in case it might 
be the cruiser. However, it carried on away from us 
and eventually rounded Cape St. George. 
27 February. 
"Spent day at Guma. Caught 109 fish with 
grenade. Decided to leave for Misetiwai on fol-
lowing day." 
We were keen to get to Misetiwai as we had 
heard of a mon there. A mon is a native-built boat, 
a cross between a canoe and a whale boat. If we could 
get this, and the gig as well, we could carry the re-
mainder of our stores and most of the party by water. 
A vast improvement on walking. 
Mackenzie passed during the day in his gig on his 
way to Klampun, the next village. However, seeing we 
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had more fish than we could use, we hailed him and 
gave him some to take with him. 
28 February. 
"Left Guma 0700K and arrived Misetiwai 
0830K, Sighted aircraft not Japanese at 1645K. 
Note received by Ball from Feetham. Harry left 
to investigate and Chessell left to advise over-
land party. Douglas arrived back to say McLeod 
had boat but Yeoman sick. Dwyer and Murray 
went back to assist." 
When we passed through Klampun, Chessell at 
his own request rejoined us for the day to see his 
friends. He was to go on to Mackenzie at his next 
stop, Sanpun, the next day. Later Mackenzie passed 
in the gig on his way to Sanpun. 
Soon after we arrived at Misetiwai a native 
brought a note to Ball from W / 0 Feetham of the 
Police. It said a European had arrived at Karlai with 
good information. Private Harry volunteered to go 
back for further information. He left immediately. In 
the afternoon Chessell was sent on to Sanpun to advise 
Mackenzie. 
Down with Malaria 
During the day four of us, including Smith and 
myself, went down with malaria. However, we soon 
sweated it out with the aid of ten grains of quinine 
each with a further five grains that evening. Malaria 
was also Knight's trouble and we sent some quinine 
for him with Dwyer and Murray. Since arriving at 
Wide Bay, malaria had hit various members of the 
party from time to time. Smith and I had remained 
free of it but now that the N.A.B. had cleaned up the 
infection and our ulcers were commencing to heal, 
malaria commenced to hit us, I understand it has 
often been noted that the incidence of malaria in 
sufferers from tropical ulcers is low, 
Sunday, 1 March. 
"Chessell arrived back with word from Mac-
kenzie. Spent day at Misetiwai. All malaria cases 
recovering. Harry arrived back 2000K, Chessell 
and self left to see Mac at Sanpun." 
Mackenzie sent word that he had developed a bad 
leg and would I, please, bring any news on to him. 
Harry brought the first ray of hope we had had 
since leaving Rabaul, A European named Holland had 
come from the north coast under instructions from 
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J. K, McCarthy, who was Assistant District Officer, 
Talasea, and was now operating in the New Guinea 
Administrative Unit under the direct command of the 
G,O.C, 8th Military District (Major-General B. 
Morris). McCarthy had been instructed to endeavour 
to evacuate all personnel possible from New Britain. 
Chessell and I left immediately for Sanpun where we 
arrived at 11 p.m. Mackenzie had a bad inflammation 
of the lower left leg, but said he would go back in the 
gig to Misetiwai in the morning with us. 
2 March, 
"Mac, Chessell and self left to return to Miset-
iwai at 0900K and arrived 1130K. Discussed ways 
and means. Sighted two flghter aircraft at 0830K 
south-west course and HOOK north-east course." 
A Close Shave 
The mountains are close to the shore along this 
section of the coast. When the two aircraft came back 
at 11 a,m, we did not hear or see them until they 
suddenly leapt into view over the top of the range a 
bare quarter mile away. We were 100 yards offshore 
at the time but fortunately the aircraft did not notice 
us. 
After discussion it was decided that Mackenzie 
would nroceed to Waterfall Bay with the object of 
assembling Army personnel on the south coast of New 
Britain, east of Gasmata, at or near Palmalmal for 
evacuation. If nothing had eventuated by the end of 
March Mackenzie would then proceed in a small cutter 
he intended building at Waterfall Bay, using com-
ponents from the gig he already had, to the Trobriand 
Islands or Sag Sag depending on the weather pre-
vailing at the time. His object in doing this was to 
reach some place with a teleradio where information 
could be put through as to the position on the south 
coast. I was instructed to return to Karlai, contact 
Holland and proceed with all despatch to McCarthy's 
on the north coast and send through word to the Navy 
of Mackenzie's intentions. After this I was to proceed 
with McCarthy giving what assistance I could to him. 
Once Mackenzie reached Waterfall Bay he would 
have a watch kept at Waterfall Bay Anchorage and 
Palmalmal each Wednesdav and Saturday afternoon 
for aircraft to drop food, medical stores, instructions 
and/or to evacuate personnel I asked Mackenzie about 
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rejoining him after contacting McCarthy, but he con-
sidered it would take too long and in any case he con-
sidered I was not fit enough, I told him it was a case 
of the pot calling the kettle black, but he still would 
not give in, 
Mackenzie then addressed the whole party. He 
told them he had given me orders which must be 
carried out at all costs. If anybody in the party fell 
sick they would, regardless of rank, be left at some 
suitable place and carry out any instructions left with 
them if they recovered. Mackenzie then announced he 
would keep Figgis, Stone, Chessell, Bonnitcha and 
Harry with him, which left fourteen of us to return to 
Karlai, 
3 March, 
"Departed Misetiwai at 0830K and arrived 
Milim 1600K and spent night there. Knight and 
Douglas fell sick, suspect dysentery," 
I was worried about Mackenzie when we left him 
that morning. His leg was obviously paining him 
greatly. However, I knew Harry, Chessell and Bon-
nitcha would get him safely in the gig to Sanpun. I 
also relied on his indestructability. A yet greater 
worry was to come my way before the day was out. 
Frontal Attack and Rout 
Before we left Harry told me that the Luluai at 
Iwi had told him that the cache of looted stores taken 
by the Manus had been located, but it was guarded by 
his two offsiders who were, it seemed, minor sorcerers. 
The villagers were afraid to go near the cache on this 
account. We sent most of the party to Milim in canoes 
but Smith and I went by land to Iwi. The Luluai and 
Tul Tul showed us the trail to the cache and, greatly 
daring, accompanied us to it. There we found a 
strongly built locked stick house with both its guard-
ians fast asleep in front of it. We got within a few 
yards of them, then Smith fired his pistol and I my 
rifle into the air; we all yelled and I charged them 
with fixed bayonet. They crashed into the bush to the 
north. They passed through Iwi and later Milim at 
the run yelling that devils were chasing them. We 
found their poison bags and other sorcerer's equip-
ment. We broke into the hut and found it full of bags 
of rice and tinned food. We also found a box with the 
Manus sorcerer's equipment including a paint-decor-
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ated human femur sharpened to a point at one end and 
obviously used for bone pointing. We ceremonially 
burned the sorcery tools and equipment. We told the 
Luluai we wanted two bags of rice and two cases of 
tinned meat; he was to send one bag of rice and one 
case of meat to Mackenzie and he could have the rest. 
As there were at least twenty bags of rice and several 
dozen cases of meat he did quite well out of the deal. 
The rice and meat arrived at Milim close on our heels, 
with word that canoes would be along in the morning 
to take us to Karlai. Nothing was too good for us. 
I felt really cheerful for the first time for weeks 
when I reached Milim, but the clouds were looming 
again. Knight met me with a long face and reported 
that both Douglas and he were ill and he was afraid 
it was dysentery. As Knight had had a bad bout of 
amoebic dysentery in Port Moresby a year before and 
was a sensible fellow, I knew at once he was probably 
not crying "wolf." Douglas was exhibiting the same 
symptoms as Knight. We had no chlorodyne or other 
medicine to treat them with. 
4 March. 
"Departed Milim 0730K and arrived Karlai 
1430K. Left 1545K and arrived Ril 1700K, Chief 
Yeoman of Signals Lamont will stay with two 
dysentery cases." 
Severe Dysentery Cases 
All day I was hoping against hope I could per-
suade Father Maierhofer to nurse the dysentery cases 
at Karlai. From my earlier contacts with him I knew 
that he was prepared to die for his faith, but that he 
feared and hated disease, especially cholera and 
dysentery. I had Knight and Douglas landed at Karlai 
and put them in the Mission Hospital myself; being 
for natives, it was a bare room with mats on the 
wooden floor for the patients. Then I saw Father 
Maierhofer. He gave me a bottle of chlorodyne which 
he said was all he had, but, despite my pleas, he wept 
and said he could not bring himself to nurse Knight 
and Douglas and he could not ask any of the Mission 
natives to do what he was unable to bring himself to 
do, I gave Knight and Douglas a dose of chlorodyne 
each and told them I would be back the next morning. 
Knight, though very weak, said he could direct 
Douglas, who was still fairly strong, about further 
doses as required. Poor Knight, a gallant gentleman 
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indeed, said "Don't you worry about us. Mr. Mac-
kenzie is depending on you and if you come near us 
too much you might get dysentery yourself." 
After I left them I washed myself and my clothes 
in the flrst stream I came to, with my cake of carbohc 
soap. When I arrived at Ril, Ball and Lamont being 
older and wiser than the others took me aside and 
asked what was troubling me, I told them I could not 
leave Knight and Douglas to die like dogs in a ditch, 
but at the same time could not disobey Mackenzie's 
orders. We talked it over and could see no way out of 
it. Then Lamont said, "Christ, this would have to 
happen! Those two poor sods can't be left to die on 
their own, I'll stay with them if you like, and you get 
on with the job of getting Mackenzie and the — 
swaddles rescued," We had always jokingly referred 
to Lamont, a fleet reservist, as the "heart of oak"— 
it was the old story of many a true word being spoken 
in jest, 
5 March. 
"Arranged for two sick and Chief Yeoman of 
Signals to remain at Karlai. Left Ril at 1400K for 
Holland's camp and spent night there." 
Knight and Douglas were visibly weaker next 
morning when we saw them. Ball came with Lamont 
and myself to see if he could influence Father Maier-
hofer into personally doing anything for the sick, but 
without success. He said he would see Lamont was fed 
with cooked meals from stores we had provided for 
him, either by the Mission cook boy, or the wife of a 
Filipino trader, Leo Aquiningoc, who had a small 
trade store at Karlai. I gave Lamont £25 from the 
cash we still had and told him I thought a fortnight 
should see the sick through one way or the other. If 
they recovered he was to get them canoe-borne as 
soon as possible, and round to Mackenzie. If not, he 
was to waste no time in getting himself there. I also 
enjoined him to wash himself thoroughly every time 
after he had handled the sick men. I also gave him a 
rifle and 200 rounds of ammunition and told him to 
use them if necessary to get anything he needed for 
the sick and himself. 
Ball and I went back to Ril sick at heart. 
Holland would not come down on the coast him-
self. He was a brave man, but inclined to be over-
cautious. He sent a police boy to Ril for us, and when 
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we were ready we struck inland across the Powell 
River to his camp. We brought some Ril natives as 
carriers. That night we ate a cassowary which had 
been shot by one of Holland's police. It was like very 
tough mutton, 
6 March, 
"Set out for Beia at 0645K and travelled until 
1500K. Made camp in bush and spent night 
there." 
Vertical Travel 
This was vertical travel with a vengeance. Three 
mountain ranges are squeezed into the twenty odd 
mfles separating Wide Bay on the south from Open 
Bay on the north. This country is also the stamping 
ground of the Mok Kol Kols, a nomadic tribe hostile to 
natives and Europeans alike with whom murder was 
a pastime. Over the years they had massacred the 
inhabitants of the small villages on each side of the 
coast, but being themselves numerically small did not 
attack large villages. They had mounted stolen and 
looted axeheads on six foot shafts and wielded them 
like medieval halberds. They were loathed and feared. 
No one knew what their origins were, but it was sus-
pected that they might be outcasts from the Baining 
tribes in the Gazelle Peninsula who had banded to-
gether and lived by rapine and pillage. The police 
patrols had done much to curtail their activities but 
they had always avoided capture. 
However, we were a large, well armed party 
totalling over thirty with our native police and 
carriers and we were not molested. 
7 March. 
"Pushed on at 0615K and after hard day made 
camp for night at 1600K." 
We climbed over the last range—the hardest of 
the lot—that day. Holland said he would send the rest 
of the party through to the coast and down to Reid's 
Plantation on the Korindindi River with one of the 
police in the morning, whilst Smith and I were to come 
with him to the north to a camp one of McCarthy's 
men, Swanson, had in the bush. Holland's instruc-
tions had been to call there as he would either find 
McCarthy there or else orders as to his next move. 
8 March. 
"Left camp at 0700K for Beia. Left main party 
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at 0830K and pushed on with Holland and Smith 
to Swanson's camp. Arrived there 1400K and 
received word McCarthy gone to Beia. Spent 
night at camp." 
We followed a faint Mok Kol Kol trail most of 
the way and actually found some old shelters of theirs. 
If the number of shelters and sleeping platforms was 
any guide they consisted of no more than fourteen 
men, five women, and three children at the time the 
shelters were built. We later found a huge garlip tree 
they had cut dov/n to get the rich tasty nuts it bore. 
We were sorry to miss McCarthy, especially as I 
wanted to get word through on his teleradio about 
Mackenzie and his intentions; also about Lamont. 
Night Voyage In Launch 
9 March. 
"Left Swanson's camp at 0615K and arrived 
at Reid's on the Korindindi River at 1230K. The 
main party had arrived there only four hours 
earlier. At 1815K boarded pinnace Aussi and 
after calling at Beia, to find McCarthy already 
gone went on to Lolobau where we arrived at 
0445K on 10 March." 
The Aussi was a small launch in charge of one 
of McCarthy's men named Lincoln Bell. McCarthy 
moved his boats at night only. During the day they 
holed up in river mouths and small bays, under over-
hanging trees, safe from aerial observation. 
Once again we missed McCarthy and were not to 
catch up with him for another five days. 
We made Lolobau Island at dawn, and Bell con-
cealed the Aussi under some trees. We spent the day 
on a small hidden beach nearby. 
10 March. 
"Remained Lolobau during day and endeav-
oured send signals off per Lincoln Bell's teleradio. 
Nil success, but promised put them through first 
opportunity. Formation 1500K to north. Left 
Lolobau per pinnace at 1730K and put ashore on 
beach 2030K west of Ulamoa." 
Ball had an old 3A teleradio. It did not have the 
range of the later 3B model except in ideal conditions, 
which were usually lacking, as they were on this 
occasion. Bell's set broke down the next day, and it 
could not be fixed for over a week, by which time I had 
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at last sent my messages through on McCarthy's 
teleradio. 
We were put ashore near Ulamoa, to walk along 
the beach, as Bell had to return to Beia for a final 
load of soldiers. 
11 March. 
"Commenced walking at 0600K and arrived 
Bialla Plantation at 1830K and spent night there. 
Formation at 1430K heading north. 
After a week on a diet based on meat and rice 
our strength had greatly improved. Smith's and my 
legs were almost better, and walking no longer had an 
adverse effect on them. We covered twenty-five miles 
during the day, passing through the villages of Gul-
agula and Balimar. 
Holland was still with us as pace-setter. Now that 
he had brought us safely over from the south coast he 
was a different fellow. Evidently his responsibilities 
had weighed heavily upon him, and depressed his 
otherwise sunny disposition. 
The aircraft seen on 10 and 11 March were Jap-
anese bombers returning from raids on Port Moresby. 
Twice Capsized! 
12 March. 
"Canoed from Bialla to Tairobi between 0700K 
and 2330K. Two upsets." 
After the long walk of the day before, the canoe 
journey was very relaxing and pleasant. We passed 
Bubu and Apapulu villages and then landed at Guma 
where we changed canoes. There we were "sold a pup," 
Ball, Smith, Carr, McLeod and myself were in a large 
canoe with three natives poling us along in the 
shallows inside the coastal reef, I asked Ball if he 
thought the salmon (i,e, float) on the outrigger 
seemed small for the size of the canoe. He agreed it 
did, but thought it must be all right. 
Famous last words! Just as dusk was falling, a 
light wind rose from the sea and set up a small surf 
along the beach. We were side on to it of course and as 
the canoe rolled slightly the salmon went under and 
stayed there. The canoe slowly but inevitably followed 
it and we all went into the sea. Fortunately it was 
only four or flve feet deep, and we got ourselves and 
our gear ashore and then helped the natives right 
the canoe and bail it out. By then, it was dark and 
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the wind and sea had dropped. We gingerly re-em-
barked and continued on at a snail's pace for Tairobi. 
Here we had to go into deep water, as Tairobi 
Bay could only be approached through a break in the 
reef directly at the mouth of the bay. We were 
cautiously feeling our way along the outer edge of 
the reef when one of the natives, who were using 
paddles now, dropped his paddle, made a grab for it 
and the canoe thereupon rolled us all into the deep 
water. > All sorts of phosphorescent shapes large and 
small began dashing about in the depths beneath us. 
With toes tingling, we all swam madly for the reef and 
clambered on to it intact. Fortunately one of the 
natives had the presence of mind to hang on to a rope 
tied to the canoe, which we then dragged on to the 
reef also. The hullabaloo we made roused the village, 
and rescue speedily arrived. Whilst everything was 
soaked we fortunately did not lose much, as we had 
lashed our packs to the canoe, and the lashings had 
held. 
13 March. 
"Left Tairobi 1200K and arrived Lebiabi 
1630K." 
We spent the morning drying ourselves and our 
gear out. Fortunately it was a flne day and the sun 
did its work well. 
Canoe Trip to Lebiabi 
The canoe trip to Lebiabi was uneventful as far 
as we were concerned as we kept inshore. Holland and 
Smith, however, persuaded the natives in their canoe 
to hoist mast and sail and went bowling off in fine 
style. They told us as they passed that they would try 
to reach Woloka by evening. However, a terrific 
squall blew them back for miles and they only came 
up with us again as we disembarked to spend the 
night at a place called Lebiabi. This was a peculiar 
village, half a mile inshore and situated on an island 
in the middle of a sago swamp. Once dark fell the 
mosquitoes came in millions. They did not have to 
make up their minds whether they would eat you 
there or take you down to the swamp; you were al-
ready in the swamp, so all they had to do was eat you. 
Fortunately, the natives, who used mosquito nets 
themselves, had some spare nets, and we were thus 
saved from being eaten alive. 
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14 March. 
"Left Labiabi 0500K and arrived Koimumu 
1030K. Arrived Malalia 1200K and departed 
1430K. Arrived Waloka 1600K. Met McCarthy." 
Malalia was a mission station with fine buildings. 
Here, we had our first civilised meal for nearly two 
months. We actually sat on chairs at a table! After-
wards, the missionary embarked us in his launch and 
took us around to Waloka, an hour and a half away. 
There at long last was McCarthy. Ball, who knew 
him well, introduced me. I explained the position re-
garding Mackenzie and Lamont. McCarthy said that 
his helpers and he had been compelled to use their 
teleradios more than he had bargained for, and there 
had been an increase in air patrols around the Talasea 
area and eastwards, which he thought might be due 
to the Japanese having picked up the teleradio trans-
missions. He felt it would be safer not to send any 
long messages east of the Willaumez Peninsula. We 
would be at Iboki in Rein Bay within 48 hours, and 
could send the messages from there. 
McCarthy's Experiences 
That night McCarthy told Ball and myself of his 
journey up into the north-western section of the 
Gazelle Peninsula. He found troops at Pondo Planta-
tion, a small party still under discipline. He sent them 
back to Talasea in his launch where their officer was 
to have taken charge of that part of the coast. How-
ever, they kept going and escaped through Salamaua 
shortly before the enemy arrived. 
McCarthy set Rod Marland, who was with him 
and something of a mechanical genius, and Bell to re-
pairing the Pondo launch which had been damaged by 
the Japanese, who had landed there for a few hours on 
24 January. He sent Holland off to the south coast to 
return to Open Bay by 9 March whilst McCarthy went 
towards the top of the Gazelle Peninsula. He found 
parties of troops, in small numbers as a rule, at most 
of the plantations. Some had arms, some had thrown 
them away. Some were so ignorant of the country that 
they were near starvation in the midst of native 
gardens. They were apathetic and had to be bullied 
and cajoled into moving off to Pondo. Inevitably some 
had died, mainly as a result of losing heart. One or 
two were even slightly demented. McCarthy kept 
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going forward until the natives had told him he was 
nearly up with the Japanese. He then moved back 
himself. 
He had organised the canoe transport service on 
his way east, and with the canoes and launches he 
kept his charges moving steadily west. Sometimes 
they had to walk as we did from Ulamoa to Bialla. The 
steady progress west continued. Patrol Officer G, C, 
Harris from Lae had come across to New Britain with 
four launches, Gnair, Totol, Umboi and Bavaria, 
manned by twenty men, mainly planters and mis-
sionaries, McCarthy's aim was to get every-
one to Iboki on Rein Bay and thence across to the 
New Guinea Mainland and via Bogadjim to the Upper 
Ramu. However, in view of the state of the troops he 
was doubtful of their ability to make the march. We 
talked far into the night, planning the future as far 
as possible. I found McCarthy was still using the 
ordinary Coastwatching Playfair Code. I explained 
Feldt's self-invented variation which would give 
messages even greater security and enable keywords 
to be used longer. 
15 March. 
"Left Waloka 0800K and arrived Walindi 
1130K. Left for Talasea at 1645K and arrived 
1815K, Two aircraft sighted (one smoking) ; 
course south-west at 0930K," 
"The Fear was Terrific" 
Looking back, this entry seems rather laconic in 
the light of what actually happened. We all embarked 
in the Gnair from Waloka, and after an hour and a 
half's travel were out in the middle of Stettin Bay, 
Then a native police boy who was after-lookout 
shrieked "Balus! Balus!" (Aircraft, Aircraft). There 
coming from the east along the coast were two air-
craft. We were sitting ducks, four miles offshore. 
Fortunately the day was cloudy, but patches of sun-
light occasionally lit the water through the clouds. In 
the murk the little Gnair was probably not notice-
able, especially as the odd rain squafl reduced visibility 
even more. However, the sun suddenly lit up a square 
mile of sea not far from us and this lighted patch 
started to move towards us. Even a myopic Jap could 
hardly miss seeing us in the middle of a patch of sun-
light on an otherwise murky sea. As someone re-
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marked afterwards "the fear was terrific." Then just 
as the sunlight almost reached us it was blotted out 
by another layer of cloud. Half a minute later the air-
craft turned. From four miles it was hard to tell m 
which direction—we waited with bated breaths—and 
then they were going south away from us! As they 
passed over a clear patch of sky, we could see one of 
them was smoking badly from one engine and 
evidently they were crossing to Gasmata to land. 
16 March. 
"Left Talasea 0545K. Engine trouble off Cape 
Hollman. Remained there until 1730K, proceed 
then for Iboki." 
My much patched footwear had finahy disin-
tegrated a week before. McCarthy managed to dig up 
a pair of sandshoes for me—no mean feat to find 
something that would fit my size lO's. 
The Gnair developed a clogged valve which had to 
be cleaned out before we could proceed. Some of the 
troops were put ashore until repairs were effected as 
we were too crowded to all remain on board while the 
launch lay at anchor. Once under way again we 
travelled through the night to Rein Bay. W. A. Money, 
who was skippering the Gnair, after working on the 
engine all day kept watch all night. 
17 March. 
"Arrived Iboki 0745K, unloaded personnel. 
Then went east for some miles to a small island, 
set up Teleradio and contacted Port Moresby. Re-
turned Iboki 1530K and sent further signals." 
McCarthy was as good as his word. My signals 
about Mackenzie and Lamont were at last sent 
through. 
Plans for Lakatoi 
When we returned to Iboki we found a Mrs. 
Gladys Baker had arrived from Witu Group. She was 
a planter who had conducted her own plantation since 
her husband died some years before. With her she had 
Jim Lumley, the second engineer of the M.V. Lakatoi, 
a 350 ton steel hulled inter-island trader owned by 
Burns Philp. The Lakatoi had left Rabaul just be-
fore it was taken, to pick up copra from the Witu 
Group and was still in harbour at Witu. Captain J. 
Farrar refused to move, especially after sundry Jap-
anese aircraft had flown over, and indicated he was 
to stop there. 
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That afternoon McCarthy reported to the G.O.C. 
that the troops were not fit to march to the Upper 
Ramu and asked about the possibility of air evacua-
tion. 
I found out from Lumley that the Lakatoi had 
plenty of fuel and water. He thought there was 
enough for the 1,200 mile run from Witu to Cairns. 
I had a talk with McCarthy about trying to get her 
out as I knew how useful she would be on the Aus-
tralian coast. McCarthy went one better; if aircraft 
were not available we could ferry the troops out in 
the Lakatoi too. They would probably nearly all die if 
they had to walk to the Upper Ramu, so the odds 
would not be much longer if we tried to get them out 
in the Lakatoi through at least 400 miles of Japanese-
dominated waters. 
18 March. 
"Spent day at Iboki. As aircraft not available 
decided try and make trip in Lakatoi at present 
at Witu. Party despatched in Gnair to examine 
vessel. Navy query as to where Lakatoi located." 
The G.O.C. informed McCarthy no aircraft could 
be risked to evacuate troops, and they must be taken 
to the mainland and marched to the Upper Ramu. Mc-
Carthy smartly replied this was impossible, and all 
personnel would be embarked in the Lakatoi and taken 
to Australia. Sailing directions and air cover were 
asked for. 
The Navy came back like a shot wanting to know 
where Lakatoi was located. She had been presumed 
lost since early February, when McCarthy had been 
asked to instruct her to sail to a friendly port, and had 
been unable to locate her. 
We were asked to try to contact Mackenzie to in-
form him that it was possible that a party with a 
teleradio might contact him at the end of March from 
the Trobriands at Palmalmal. This meant returning to 
Open Bay, crossing the island to Wide Bay and then 
going down the south coast to Palmalmal. Even on a 
tight schedule it could not be done under nineteen days 
to twenty-one days, say by 8 April. We advised this 
and asked for instructions. We did suggest that a 
teleradio be dropped to him in the meantime. 
Rescue of Mackenzie and Troops 
It will be seen that plans were already in hand to 
rescue Mackenzie and the troops on the south coast. 
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On 6 April Lieutenant Alan Timperley of ANGAU, a 
former Papuan A.R.M., took a fast launch by night 
from the Trobriands to Palmalmal. He located Mac-
kenzie and the troops and reported the area clear of 
the enemy. Then on 8 April Lieut. Ivan Champion 
R.A.N.V.R., a former Papuan R.M., made a night run 
to Palmalmal in the former Papuan Government 
Yacht Laurabada, a speedy vessel. Mackenzie and 
his party and 147 other troops were embarked on 9 
April and the run out made that night. Laurabada 
arrived safely at Port Moresby on 12 April. Many 
troops had died of starvation and disease in the 
Waterfall Bay area and there were even a couple of 
deaths during Laurabada's voyage out. 
We never heard of Lamont, Knight and Douglas 
again. Even inquiries since the war have not elicited 
their fate. 
19 March. 
"Witu party reported Lakatoi O.K. Navy ad-
vised of location. Part of personnel sent to Witu 
in Totol and Bavaria. Remainder to follow in 
Umboi on morrow." 
Choice of Alternatives 
When McCarthy announced the decision to take 
the party to Australia in Lakatoi there was some 
opposition. However, when the opposition found the 
alternative was to walk to the Upper Ramu they de-
cided the Lakatoi offered a sudden end, one way or the 
other, to the situation. I think everyone had developed 
a sort of fatalism by this time. 
At a council of war before the party under Bell 
left for Witu I had explained that Lakatoi would have 
to be repainted. She was a white ship and any grey 
or green paint that could be found should be slapped 
on to her as camouflage. Bell said if the ship was 
capable of the voyage he would put this in hand 
immediately. I also suggested he get the ship's water 
tanks topped up as this would save time if done before 
all personnel arrived. 
20 March. 
"Spent day at Iboki loading balance of stores 
in Umboi. Set out at 1645K for Witu. Pinnace 
Aussi also making trip. Arrived off Witu at 
OlOOK 21st and hung off entrance until daylight." 
Before leaving Iboki we received intelligence 
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from Port Moresby, in response to a request from us, 
that the enemy occupied Salamaua, Lae, Hanisch 
Harbour, Finschhafen, and the Markham River Valley 
as well as Gasmata. Ships and aircraft were main-
taining communications between Rabaul and the Huon 
Gulf. It looked as though we would really have to run 
the gauntlet. 
21 March. 
"Berthed Witu Harbour 0600K and boarded 
Lakatoi. After busy day embarked personnel by 
1645K and sailed at 1700K for Luther Hafen at 
the northern end of Rooke Island (Umboi)." 
The former trim white Lakatoi was unrecognis-
able. She had been smeared over with grey paint, 
brown paint, green paint and in places an absolutely 
revolting-looking mixture of green and yellow. Bell 
had put the troops who arrived on the 20th to work 
and, many hands making light work, the job was com-
pleted that day. 
Decided to Co-operate 
Bell told us he had boarded the ship, "tommy 
gun" in hand, and told the master McCarthy wanted 
the ship, and what he wanted it for. The master and 
mate demurred. Bell waggled the "tommy gun" 
around and suggested it might be advisable for them 
to co-operate. They decided to co-operate. 
After boarding the ship I inspected it. In the 
hold I found 800 bags of copra. I had seen a copra fire 
in Port Moresby two years before when a go-down 
full of copra caught light from a spark from a welder's 
torch. I could imagine what a bomb hit or even in-
cendiary bullets would do. I told McCarthy I thought 
the copra should be unloaded, but as the ship might 
then be a little too light in the bows, say ten tons of 
sand (in bags) should be put in the forward part of 
the hold. McCarthy put the troops to work, and with 
the aid of Lakatoi's loading gear the copra was soon 
dumped overboard. Meantime, a detail was busy 
emptying 200 copra bags, which another detail filled 
with sand. We thus made more room in the hold for 
personnel, removed a fire hazard and still preserved 
the stability of the ship, 
Lakatoi Taken Over 
McCarthy and I formally took over Lakatoi in the 
name of the Commonwealth and made out and served 
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a notice on the master to that effect. We told him he 
would still be responsible for the navigation of the 
ship under our direction. 
Although Lakatoi was not a commissioned ship, 
as a gesture I had Signalman Brierley and Parker 
make a white ensign out of a bedsheet, a pilot jack 
and some red calico. We flew our ensign all the way 
from Witu to Cairns. 
A few hours before departure. Port Moresby was 
asked if the Trobriand Lagoon and Samarai were still 
free of enemy. We gave our estimated departure time 
from Witu for Luther Hafen. We also gave our estim-
ated departure time from the latter place and advised 
that at 1 a.m. on 23 March we would be in position 
6° 33i ' S 148° 22i ' E. The course from there on would 
depend on the reply to our query about the Trobriands 
and Samarai; also the availability of air cover. Our 
speed would be nine knots. 
Inside two hours the Navy advised the Tro-
briands and Samarai were clear and air cover would 
be given if possible. By then Witu was nearly out of 
sight astern. Money had decided to try and run out 
to Australia too in the Gnair. He started ahead of us 
but was never out of sight on the run to Luther Hafen. 
22 March. 
"Arrived Luther Hafen 0930K. Departed 1600K 
via Vitiaz Strait for the Trobriands." 
The Ship Camouflaged 
An easterly set delayed us and we plodded along 
for four and a half hours in broad daylight until we 
safely anchored in Luther Hafen. We could hardly 
believe our good luck—not a sign of a ship or an air-
craft. Once in Luther Hafen the ship was camouflaged 
with branches and creepers—from the sea or air, un-
less directly overhead, it would be almost impossible 
to pick her out from the surrounding greenery. 
The Gnair safely made harbour some time after 
we did. 
The launches under the charge of Harris were 
making their way back to the mainland of New Guinea 
by easy stages and we did not see them after leaving 
Witu. Bell also stayed behind with the Aussi. 
All through the day a sharp lookout was kept for 
planes and ships but none appeared. 
Shortly after mid-day we told Port Moresby that 
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from the position previously given we would follow 
a course South 49° East Magnetic. Our total com-
plement was 250, including two women (Mrs. Baker 
and her native maid) ; we had no lifeboats and the 
ship was now painted grey (principally). Air cover 
was again asked for. 
Half an hour later our flnal signal was sent ad-
vising v/e were keeping W/T silence from then on but 
would listen for signals at 8 a.m., noon and 5 p.m. 
daily. 
Down Vitiaz Strait 
At 3 p.m. Gnair slipped away down Vitiaz Strait, 
keeping close inshore. An hour later we followed, per-
force keeping further out and soon passed Gnair. The 
day had become hazy and by dusk we were approxim-
ately opposite the southern end of Umboi, and so we 
steamed on into the night. 
23 March. 
"Proceeded all day along course S,49E and 
made Trobriand landfall at 2030K. Rounded 
northern point of Kiriwina at 2230K. Visibility 
bad." 
We reached 6° 33i South 148° 22^ East, which 
was approximately opposite Finschhafen, a little 
ahead of time and swung on to our course for the 
Trobriands. At about 2 a.m. one of the lookouts saw 
a dark shape some distance ahead; by the time we 
hove to it had gone. It could have been a destroyer 
bound for Salamaua or Lae. At daylight we found 
an open sea all round us. It was a hot windless day 
and soon the thick haze peculiar to these regions had 
formed, reducing visibility on the surface of the sea 
to a few miles. 
At 7.45 a.m. we heard the A.B.C. News and 
learned that the R.A.A.F. had caught and destroyed 
a number of enemy aircraft on the ground at both 
Salamaua and Lae at dawn the day before. Hence the 
absence of air patrols over Vitiaz Strait before and 
after our arrival at Luther Hafen. 
At 10 a.m. the sound of aircraft far to the north 
was heard—evidently a formation on its way to bomb 
Port Moresby, 
After dark the haze did not lift for some time 
and although reasonably certain we had made our 
correct landfall, there was just that element of doubt 
as to our whereabouts. 
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Anchor In Dobu Passage 
24 March. 
"At OlOOK sighted land ahead—unsure of 
course. Hove to until 0600K. Found land to be 
Kitava Island. Too late to proceed along outer 
route. Turned back inside Trobriand Lagoon 
thence via Amphletts to Dobu. Sighted Laurabada 
there at 1800K. Anchored and received stores. 
CO., Laurabada, Ivan Champion. Remained at 
anchor in Dobu Passage until OlOOK/25." 
On 23 March we had received a signal that 
Laurabada would meet us at Dobu. We were also in-
structed, fuel permitting, to sail via China Straits to 
Cairns direct through Grafton Passage. Laurabada 
was right on time for her appointment with us. 
We came to Dobu the way we did because I 
estimated that if we stayed on the main sea lane to 
Samarai we would probably meet one of the Kawanisi 
Flying Boats on patrol from Rabaul early that after-
noon. I think I was right because a month later a 
Hudson Bomber on patrol met and shot down a Kaw-
anisi Flying Boat right at the spot where I had pre-
dicted it would be at that particular time. 
Ivan Champion had won some fame as an ex-
plorer in the 1920's and 1930's. He is a mild seeming 
little man with glasses, but is actually one of those 
indestructible types of whom there used to be so many 
in the Islands. At this stage neither of us knew what 
he would be doing in a fortnight's time, but he was 
definitely the right man for the job he ultimately did 
in rescuing Mackenzie and the others from the south 
coast. 
Homeward Bound for Cairns 
25 March. 
"Departed Dobu Passage OlOOK, passed Sam-
arai at 0815K and set course for Grafton Passage 
1030K. Parted company with Laurabada HOOK." 
Port Moresby was bleating inquiries as to our 
whereabouts. A signal was sent telling them we were 
departing for Cairns, giving our expected time of 
arrival and requesting a pilot for Grafton Passage. 
26 March. 
"Proceeding across Coral Sea." 
Routine again caught up on me. To fill in time I 
began writing out the report that I knew I would in-
evitably have to make. 
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27 March. 
"Passed through Grafton Passage HOOK but 
unable proceed into Cairns as channel not known. 
Anchored pro tem. Launch sent into Cairns to 
bring out pilot." 
This was quite an anti-climax, but after having 
come so far, and all on dead reckoning by compass, 
we were not going to risk running up on a reef. We 
anchored not far from Green Island. 
28 March. 
"Pilot and Doctor arrived lOOOK. S.LO, (Com-
mander Feldt) with them. Ship given pratique. 
Came alongside in Cairns at 1300K." 
And that was that. 
Discussion was opened by the Senior Vice-Presi-
dent, Mr. A. Laurie. 
Commander Pixley Recalls 
Moving the vote of thanks to Mr. Gill for his 
valuable and interesting paper, Commander Pixley 
mentioned that the epic recounted by Mr. Gill was not 
only of intense interest but also indicated modestly 
the devotion to duty which was shown by Mr. Gill 
and his associates during their journey on foot across 
New Britain. He said it was of personal interest to 
him also because at the time of the happenings he was 
naval officer in charge at Cairns, where along the 
coast from Innisfail as far as Cooktown, refugees 
from New Guinea and New Britain made their land-
falls in craft of every size and shape. Many of these, 
as can be imagined, had suffered a great deal of hard-
ship and were in need of food, care and clothing, which 
had to be looked to. 
After Mr. Gill's arrival and departure for the 
south with Commander Feldt who had come from 
Cairns to meet him, the Macdhui arrived with many 
people on board. These included Lieutenant McKenzie 
R,A.N., whom Commander Pixley arranged to fly 
south immediately. On board also were two survivors 
of the Tol massacre, one of whom had many bayonet 
wounds and the other a number of bullet wounds, both 
of whom had been left for dead by the Japanese. 
Commander Pixley also mentioned that, on his 
recovery to health, Mr. Gill returned to duty amongst 
that devoted band of Coast Watchers who main-
tained their duties in New Guinea and New Britain, 
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the Solomons and other Islands. From Cairns during 
1942 and early in 1943 R.A.A.F. Catalinas flew to New 
Britain to drop storepedoes for the Coast Watchers,— 
a round trip of sometimes twenty-one hours. 
From Cairns, Commander Pixley said he went as 
naval oflicer in charge to the forward areas with head-
quarters at Finschaven, with a number of R.A.N, and 
U.S. naval vessels under his operational control. 
Occasionally an H.D.M.L. belonging to the Coast 
Watchers would come in quietly for stores and pre-
visions and depart again, as the Coast Watchers were 
amazingly self-sufficient in looking after themselves. 
Commander Pixley recalled however, that at one 
stage the Japs formed a really well organised ex-
pedition including dogs, to track down the Coast 
Watchers in the Wide Bay area. On this one occasion 
an S.O.S. was received from the Coast Watchers for 
some assistance. H.M.A.S. Swan was despatched to 
synchronise in the Wide Bay area near Tol with the 
arrival of three Beaufort bombers; whilst the bombers 
were at work Swan conducted a bombardment with her 
4 inch guns. Whilst this was in progress a Japanese 
float plane was sighted hidden underneath some trees 
against the bank. This was promptly dealt with. In 
Mr. Gill's narrative he mentioned in the early stages 
of their trek, being frequently annoyed and strafed 
by a Japanese float plane they called "Fred" and Com-
mander Pixley expressed the hope that the one de-
stroyed by Swan was the annoying "Fred" to which 
Mr. Gill had referred. 
APPENDICES 
EDITOR'S NOTES 
MARCH OF THE TEN THOUSAND 
1. Xenophon (circa 435-354 B.C.), one of the best known of the Greek 
historians, was a general turned war correspondent. In 401, the political 
situation of Athens offering no scope for his activity, he accepted the 
invitation of Proxenus of Boeotia,—an old friend and adventurer^ in coni-
mand of a regiment of Hellenic mercenaries under Cyrus—to join him 
at Sardis and take service under the Persian prince in his military 
enterprise against his brother, King Artaxerxes Mnenion; but he went in 
a civil rather than a military capacity. I t was only after the failure of 
this bold scheme of usurpation, and the death of the rebel prince in the 
battle between the two brothers on the i)lain of Cunaxa, 3 September 401, 
that Xenophon became one of the regular officers, and finally the successor 
of Proxenus in the supreme command of the Ten Thousand Greeks left 
alone in the centre of the Persian Empire, when five of their generals 
and twenty subordinate officers had been treacherously massacred in the 
enemy's camp, and there was a general break-up of the Cyreian Asiatic 
insurgents. Xenophon thereupon became the life and soul of the Ten 
Thousand in their march of 1,500 miles, as they fought their way against 
the ferocious mountain tribes through the rugged highlands of Armenia 
and the ice and snow of an inclement winter, and conducted them with 
such skill, foresight, and prowess that in five months they were able to 
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reach Trapezus (Trebizond), a Greek colony on the Black Sea, and 
ultimately Chrysopolis (Scutar i ) , opposite Byzantium, later Constantinople, 
(now Is tanbul ) , on the Bosphorus, in October 399. 
The Anabasis, was not published until 371 B.C. The event 
from which it takes its title, " a going up coun t ry" is merely an in-
cident in the history of Persia, and of no political importance. But it is 
the best composed, and the most popular, of Xenophon's writings. It 
is essentially an autobiography of the most eventful part of his life, and 
combines much of the charm of a historical romance and many elements of 
ethic interest with its character of authentic history. 
"Pidgin" English 
2. J. W. Burton, writing on The Australian Mandate in New Guinea, 
in Studies In Australian Affairs, issued by the New South Wales branch 
of the Inst i tute of Pacific Relations, Macmillan and Co. Ltd., in association 
witli the Melbourne University Press , 1930, said that the prime curse of 
the Terri tory was " t h a t make-shift thing called 'pidgin ' English." No 
adequate understanding can result from it, and the pathetic belief on both 
sides that each speaks to the other in a language he understands is 
possibly the worst feature of all. The Administration does its work in 
" p i d g i n " English. The first proclamation was issued in that jargon, and 
is worthy to be preserved in the annals of the race as an evidence of the 
base uses to which high things may be put . The proclamation reads as 
follows: 
"Al l boys belong to one place, you savvy big master he come now, 
he new feller master, he strong feller too much. You look him all ship 
stop place; he small ship belong him. Now he come here he take all 
place. He look out good you feller. Now he like you feller look out 
good alonga him. Suppose other feller master (i.e. German) he been 
speak you: "You no work along new feller mas te r , " he gammon. 
Suppose you work alonga new feller master, he look out 
good alonga you; he look out you get plenty good feller 
Kai Kai (food). He no fighting black boy alonga nothing. You look 
him new feller flag, you savvy him; he belonga English, he more 
better than other fella. Suppose you been making paper (money) 
before other feller master. You finish him belongina him first. Suppose 
you like make him new feller paper longa man belongina new feller 
master, he look out good alonga you; he give good feller kai-kai. 
Suppose you no lookout good alonga him, he cross too much. You no 
fight other feller black man other feller place; you no kai-kai (eat) 
man. You no steal Mary (wife) belongina other feller black man. 
By and by ship belongina new feller master he come and look out 
l)lace belongina you. Me been talk with you now, now you give three 
cheers belongina new feller master. No more um Kaiser. God save urn 
K i n g . " 
Tribute to Dr. Cilento 
Incidentally, under the sub-heading Health, Burton paid a warm 
tribute to the splendid work done by Dr. Cilento, Director of Public 
Health in the Terri tory. Dr. Cilento (Sir Raphael Cilento, and President 
of the Society) had resigned his position as Director of Public Health in 
the Terri tory by the time the book was published. Burton wrote: "Not 
only is he (Dr. Cilento) professionally qualified in a very high degree, 
but he has an enthusiasm for the native that seems never to flag, and 
a hope in the future of the people that shows no sign of abatement. 
Much of this hope and enthusiasm he has communicated to his staff, and 
the medical work throughout the Terri tory is perhaps the finest accomplish-
ment of the Administration. Very much has been done, but Dr. Cilento 
is obviously very conscious in his reports that there is still a great deal 
more that must be attempted, especially in the direction of preventive 
medicine. One of the ways in which success has been obtained is in the 
training of young natives as medical tul-tuls or orderlies. These men 
are given a practical training in the t reatment of common diseases, and 
are able to go throughout the country and give injections of N.A.B, for 
yaws, treat common sores, and deal with milder epidemics . . . " 
Dr. Cilento wfote, in a report to the League of Nations in 1927, 
that the policy of appointing natives to act as medical and sanitary 
assistants in villages was initiated by the German Imperial Government 
as early as 1903, and was most thoroughly developed in the Kavieng 
district. The system became more generalised in its application about 
1910-1911. and many natives were trained in the Rabaul district and 
elsewhere, and distributed throughout native villages under the name of 
"He i l - t u l t u l . " In many instances these natives were orderlies who had 
done a considerable period of service in hospital, and who, on com-
pleting indenture, and returning to their native villages, were provided 
with stocks of the more common drugs, bandages etc. (which were re-
newed from time to time as they were expended) , for use in the minor 
ailments arising in the village community of Avhich the native was a 
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member. They were under command, also, to inform the medical officer 
of any serious case of sickness or any local outbreak of disease occurring 
within their purview. Small hospitals of bush material were built by many 
of them in their villages, and have been maintained ever s ince . " 
The Massacre at Tol 
3. The massacre at Tol is described in The Knights of BusMdo, a 
short history of Japanese war crimes, by Lord Russell of Liverpool, 
C.B.E., M.C. On 4 February 1942, the Japanese captured a party of 
twenty-four Australian soldiers at Tol, after landing at Rabaul in New 
Britain. They all belonged to the Army Medical Corps, and were wearing 
Red Cross arm bands when taken prisoner which the Japanese soldiers 
immediately removed. On reaching Tol their captors ransacked the 
prisoners' packs, and took all their personal belongings from them, in-
cluding rings and watches. Their paybooks were also taken from them, 
and they were tied together in groups of three with their hands bound be-
hind their backs with rope. All were bayoneted or shot, but a few men sur-
vived. One man who received several bayonet wounds, gave evidence as a 
witness at the Tokyo Tribunal on War Crimes. The exact number of 
prisoners of war killed in New Britain after capture is not known, but 
a military court of inquiry which investigated the atrocities estimated the 
dead at not less than 150. The killings were flagrant contraventions of 
the Hague Convention of 1907, to which Japan was a party, and which 
forbade the killing or wounding of an enemy who, having laid down 
his arms or no longer having means of defence, has surrendered at 
discretion. 
